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**General comments**

**Question 1: Do you have comments on the overall draft of the SEEA Ecosystem Accounting?**

| The Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia in principle supports the proposed draft. The document is very well designed and will be a useful tool for establishing the Ecosystem Accounts. We have not yet started to develop the Ecosystem Accounts. Nevertheless, we have already noticed that data sources for this topic in Slovenia are deficient and - at present - not available to our Office. Thus, obtaining this data will be one of the major challenges in view of the preparation and development of the Ecosystem Accounts. |

**Comments by sets of chapters**

**Question 2. Do you have comments on Chapters 1-2 of the draft SEEA Ecosystem Accounting?**

Click here and start typing (The length of your response is not limited by this text box.)

**Question 3. Do you have comments on Chapters 3-5 of the draft SEEA Ecosystem Accounting?**

Click here and start typing (The length of your response is not limited by this text box.)
Question 4. Do you have comments on Chapters 6-7 of the draft SEEA Ecosystem Accounting?
Click here and start typing (The length of your response is not limited by this text box.)

Question 5. Do you have comments on Chapters 8-11 of the draft SEEA Ecosystem Accounting?
Click here and start typing (The length of your response is not limited by this text box.)

Question 6. Do you have comments on Chapters 12-14 of the draft SEEA Ecosystem Accounting?
Click here and start typing (The length of your response is not limited by this text box.)